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table setup
THANK YOU for purchasing a lange lift table. we’re honored to have you as a
customer, and that you’ve thoughT of us for your material handling needs. if you’ve
never used a lange lift table before, here is some helpful information for an uplifting
experience!
inspect the freight delivered by the freight carrier to ensure there is no visible
damage. if any damage by the freight carrier is present, this information should be
noted on the bill of lading, photos of the damage and an overall photo of the freight
should be taken. be sure to save all packaging until a freight claim has been initialized and processed.

WARNING!
never lift the table off of the pallet by the deck! this may cause
damage to the internal components of the lift.
never exceed rated capacities

removing the table from the pallet
carefully undo the tie down wire around all four casters and discard.

table setup

TABLE setup

using a forklift, carefully position the forks to pick the table up from the bottom of
the legs, safely and evenly.
prior to driving the forklift forks under the legs, be careful to avoid hydraulic
hoses, electrical conduit, and any visible components affixed to the lift table.
we are not responsible for any damages incurred by improper removal of the lift
table from the pallet. should you damage any components, we will work with you to
walk you through the repairs or with replacement parts.
with the forks safely under the legs of the table, ensuring stability, slowly raise the
forks up to clear the table from the pallet, and slowly drive the lift table away from
the pallet. once clear of the pallet, gently lower the table to the ground.
if you have a manual lange lift table, your table is ready to use!
for use of powered lange lift tables in air, battery, or electric powered varieties,
please refer to the specfic table operation table pages in this product manual for
additional setup and usage information.

WARNING!
all powered lift tables are equiped with an adjustable flow control valve to adjust
the lowering speeds of the lift table. a table under load will lower more quickly than
a table that is not under load. you must adjust the flow control valve to a level
that is appropriate for the safety requirements of your environment and usage
requirements.
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table maintenance
caster lubrication: Using general multi-purpose grease and a grease gun, lubricate
all grease points as needed. lubrication schedule will depend on the cleanliness of
your workspace and usage.
floor lock lubrication: Locate the friction points and apply a moderate amount of
standard 30 weight oil to each point. Wipe away any excess oil. Lubricate as needed.
lubrication schedule will depEnd on the cleanliness of your workspace and usage.
guide tube cleaning: The guide tube is self lubricating. it is normal to see some
hydraulic oil on the tube and on the upper ring of the upper guide tube bearing.
wipe off any excess oil from the upper guide tube bearing, located at the top of the
pedestal tube, as needed.
do not clean the guide tube unless it is dirty. if the guide tube is dirty, refer to the
steps below to clean it.
With the lift fully raised, apply a standard degreaser to the guide tube and wipe with
a clean, lint free shop cloth to keep the internal components free of debris. Clean
as needed. remember, once cleaned and after a lift/lower cycle, hydraulic oil will be
present on the guide tube once again, which is normal.
hydraulic oil: We recommend ISO-46 Hydraulic Oil with a fill level of no more than
2” above the Lower Guide Tube Bearing. hydraulic oil inside of the guide tube will not
be visible without removing the deck from the base of the table. should you need to
remove the deck, please refer to our lange lift parts guide.
Table Capacity
1,000 lbs. - 1 Quart of hydraulic oil
2,000 lbs. - 1 Quart of hydraulic oil
3,000 lbs. - 1-1/2 Quarts of hydraulic oil
4,000 lbs. - 2 quarts of hydraulic oil
5,000 lbs. - 2 quarts of hydraulic oil

casters

floor lock

guide tube

table maintenance

TABLE maintenance

refer to the individual usage guides in this product manual for the type of lange lift
table you own. this product manual 
contains specific information for Manual, air
powered, battery powered, and electric powered tables. the model number for your
table is listed on the product card that was shipped with your lift table and on the
lower left leg of the lift table as you are facing the foot pump or controls, depending
on the type of lift table you have.
If you own a modified or custom lange lift product, please refer to the manual that
was shipped with your lift, or emailed to your purchasing agent. if you need a copy of a
manual, please call or email our sales department.
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Manual Lift tables
CAPACIties: 1,000 to 4,000 pounds
Raised Height: 45”
LOWERED Height: 27”
Vertical Travel: 18”
deck: 1/4” Thick, Formed & Welded Steel, 360º CONTINUOUS with DECK
ROtation lock
base: formed & welded steel legs, 2x cast iron swivel casters, 2x
cast iron rigid casters, 1X industrial foot actuated floor lock
power: foot pump
controls: foot pedals - lift/lower
paint color: lange lift shadow gray

Warning!
never exceed rated capacities

SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

MANUAL LIFT TABLE
MODELS
Model

Capacity

Deck & Base Size

L-124

1,000 lbs.

24” Square

L-130

1,000 lbs.

30” Square

L-136

1,000 lbs.

36” Square

L-148

1,000 lbs.

48” Square

L-224

2,000 lbs.

24” Square

L-230

2,000 lbs.

30” Square

L-236

2,000 lbs.

36” Square

L-248

2,000 lbs.

48” SquarE

L-324

3,000 lbs.

24” Square

L-330

3,000 lbs.

30” Square

L-336

3,000 lbs.

36” Square

L-348

3,000 lbs.

48” Square

L-424

4,000 lbs.

24” Square

L-430

4,000 lbs.

30” Square

L-436

4,000 lbs.

36” Square

L-448

4,000 lbs.

48” Square
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MANUAL LIFT TABLES
lifting: Push down the lift pedal. Each complete pump of the pedal will raise the lift
table until the deck has reached its maximum raised height of 45” from the top of the
deck to the floor. There is a built in bleeding mechanism so that over pumping will not
damage the table and allow it to settle at 45”.
lowering: Push and hold down the lower pedal. The lift table will lower until the deck
has reached its minimum lowered height of 27” or the pedal is released. CAUTION! A lift
table under load will lower more quickly. Always use proper safety precautions
required by your environment.
deck rotation: Loosen the lock handle under the deck and rotate the deck 360º
degrees in either direction at any height. Tighten the lock handle to lock it in place.
Some movement is intended to protect the bearing. CAUTION! Do not over-tighten.
Position the lock handle arm towards the floor to prevent possible damage.
floor lock: Ensure the table is on a flat surface and free of debris so the floor lock
can make full contact with the floor. Using your foot, push down on the large pedal
until it locks. To release, press up on the small pedal until the large pedal snaps up.

TABLE Operation

manual table operation
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AIR Lift tables
CAPACIties: 1,000 to 5,000 pounds
Raised Height: 45”
LOWERED Height: 27”
Vertical Travel: 18”
deck: 1/4” Thick, Formed & Welded Steel, 360º CONTINUOUS with DECK ROtation lock
base: formed & welded steel legs, 2x cast iron swivel casters, 2x cast iron rigid
casters, 1X industrial foot actuated floor lock
power: Air Motor - 80 psi @ 50 cfm (recommended), air regulator, filter, and lubricator
controls: Air valve pedal - lift/lower, adjustable flow control valve.
paint color: lange lift shadow gray

Warning!
never exceed rated capacities

AIR LIFT TABLE
MODELS
Model

Capacity

Deck & Base Size

L-124-aP

1,000 lbs.

24” Square

L-130-aP

1,000 lbs.

30” Square

L-136-aP

1,000 lbs.

36” Square

L-148-aP

1,000 lbs.

48” Square

L-224-aP

2,000 lbs.

24” Square

L-230-aP

2,000 lbs.

30” Square

L-236-aP

2,000 lbs.

36” Square

L-248-aP

2,000 lbs.

48” SquarE

L-324-aP

3,000 lbs.

24” Square

L-330-aP

3,000 lbs.

30” Square

L-336-aP

3,000 lbs.

36” Square

L-348-aP

3,000 lbs.

48” Square

L-424-aP

4,000 lbs.

24” Square

L-430-aP

4,000 lbs.

30” Square

L-436-aP

4,000 lbs.

36” Square

L-448-aP

4,000 lbs.

48” Square

L-524-aP

5,000 lbs.

24” square

L530-aP

5,000 lbs.

30” square

L-536-aP

5,000 lbs.

36” square

L-548-aP

5,000 lbs.

48” square

SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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AIR LIFT TABLES
POWERING: Connect the lift to an air source with a recommended air output of 80 PSI @
50 CFM.
lifting: Tilt back and hold down the air valve pedal until the deck has reached its
maximum raised height of 45” from the top of the deck to the floor. There is a built in
bleeding mechanism so that over pumping will not damage the table and allow it to
settle at 45”.
flow control: a table under load will lower more quickly than a table that is not
under load. you must adjust the flow control valve to a level that is appropriate
for the safety requirements of your environment and usage requirements.
lowering: Tilt forward and hold down the air valve pedal. The lift table will lower
until the deck has reached its minimum lowered height of 27” or the pedal is released.
CAUTION! A lift table under load will lower more quickly. Always use proper safety
precautions required by your environment and adjust the flow control accordingly.
deck rotation: Loosen the lock handle under the deck and rotate the deck 360º
degrees in either direction at any height. Tighten the lock handle to lock it in place.
Some movement is intended to protect the bearing. CAUTION! Do not over-tighten.
Position the lock handle arm towards the floor to prevent possible damage.
floor lock: Ensure the table is on a flat surface and free of debris so the floor lock
can make full contact with the floor. Using your foot, push down on the large pedal
until it locks. To release, press up on the small pedal until the large pedal snaps up.

TABLE operation

AIR table operation
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battery Lift tables
CAPACIties: 1,000 to 5,000 pounds
Raised Height: 45”
LOWERED Height: 27”
Vertical Travel: 18”
deck: 1/4” Thick, Formed & Welded Steel, 360º CONTINUOUS with DECK ROtation lock
base: formed & welded steel legs, 2x cast iron swivel casters, 2x cast iron rigid
casters, 1X industrial foot actuated floor lock
power: 12 Volt deep cycle battery (Enclosed), DC Motor, and on board battery charger
controls: push button coil corded pendant - lift/lower, adjustable flow control
valve.
paint color: lange lift shadow gray

Warning!
never exceed rated capacities

BATTERY LIFT TABLE
MODELS
Model

Capacity

Deck & Base Size

L-124-BP

1,000 lbs.

24” Square

L-130-BP

1,000 lbs.

30” Square

L-136-BP

1,000 lbs.

36” Square

L-148-BP

1,000 lbs.

48” Square

L-224-BP

2,000 lbs.

24” Square

L-230-BP

2,000 lbs.

30” Square

L-236-BP

2,000 lbs.

36” Square

L-248-BP

2,000 lbs.

48” SquarE

L-324-BP

3,000 lbs.

24” Square

L-330-BP

3,000 lbs.

30” Square

L-336-BP

3,000 lbs.

36” Square

L-348-BP

3,000 lbs.

48” Square

L-424-BP

4,000 lbs.

24” Square

L-430-BP

4,000 lbs.

30” Square

L-436-BP

4,000 lbs.

36” Square

L-448-BP

4,000 lbs.

48” Square

L-524-BP

5,000 lbs.

24” square

L530-BP

5,000 lbs.

30” square

L-536-BP

5,000 lbs.

36” square

L-548-BP

5,000 lbs.

48” square

SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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BATTERY LIFT TABLES
battery: to prevent accidental operation in transit, all battery powered tables are
shipped with the battery cables disconnected.
Charging the battery: charge the battery in a well ventilated area, away from open
flames or sparks.
Connect the battery charger’s plug to a 120V AC Grounded electrical outlet. Normal
charge time is 8-10 hours. lamps on the charger indicate the condition of the battery.
charging will stop automatically when the battery is fully charged, indicated by the
lamp on the charger. safely remove the plug from the outlet and stow the cord.
please call or email to request additional information on the battery charger.
lifting: push and hold down the lift button on the coil cord pendant until the deck has
reached its maximum raised height of 45” from the top of the deck to the floor. There
is a built in bleeding mechanism so that over pumping will not damage the table and
allow it to settle at 45”.
flow control: a table under load will lower more quickly than a table that is not
under load. you must adjust the flow control valve to a level that is appropriate
for the safety requirements of your environment and usage requirements.
lowering: Push and hold down the lower button on the coil cord pendant. The lift
table will lower until the deck has reached its minimum lowered height of 27” or the
pedal is released. CAUTION! A lift table under load will lower more quickly. Always
use proper safety precautions required by your environment and adjust the flow
control accordingly.
deck rotation: Loosen the lock handle under the deck and rotate the deck 360º
degrees in either direction at any height. Tighten the lock handle to lock it in place.
Some movement is intended to protect the bearing. CAUTION! Do not over-tighten.
Position the lock handle arm towards the floor to prevent possible damage.

TABLE operation

BATTERY table operation

floor lock: Ensure the table is on a flat surface and free of debris so the floor lock
can make full contact with the floor. Using your foot, push down on the large pedal
until it locks. To release, press up on the small pedal until the large pedal snaps up.
battery maintenance: Observe the following battery cycle maintenance procedures
to obtain good performance and maximum cycle life.
1. Always observe the following personal safety precautions when working with
lead acid batteries:
A. Someone should be within range of your voice and close enough to come to your
aid when you work near a battery.
B. Have plenty of fresh water and soap nearby in case battery acid contacts skin,
clothing, or eyes.
C. Wear complete eye and clothing protection. Avoid touching eyes while working
near battery.
D. If battery acid contacts skin or clothing, wash immediately with soap and water.
If acid enters eye, immediately flush eye with running cold water for at least ten
minutes and seek medical attention.
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BATTERY LIFT TABLES
battery maintenance (Continued):
E. Never smoke, allow spark, or flame in the vicinity of the battery.
F. Be extra cautious to reduce risk of dropping a metal tool onto the battery
terminals. It might spark or short-circuit the battery.
G. Never charge a frozen battery.
2. New batteries are not capable of their rated output until they have been
discharged a number of times. We suggest limiting their use early on.
3. Do not excessively discharge batteries. Excessive discharge can cause polarity
reversal of individual cells resulting in complete failure shortly thereafter.
Limited use of new batteries will minimize the chance of cell reversal.
4. Check the level of electrolytes in conventional lead acid batteries monthly.
Maintain the proper electrolyte level by adding distilled or purified water when
necessary. Electrolyte levels lower during discharging and rise during charging,
therefore it is mandatory that water be added to the cells only when they are fully
charged; do not overfill. Old batteries require more frequent additions of water
than new batteries.
5. Keep tops of batteries clean and dry to prevent excessive self-discharge. Keep
battery terminals reasonably tight.

TABLE operation

BATTERY table operation
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ELECTRIC Lift tables
CAPACIties: 1,000 to 5,000 pounds
Raised Height: 45”
LOWERED Height: 27”
Vertical Travel: 18”
deck: 1/4” Thick, Formed & Welded Steel, 360º CONTINUOUS with DECK ROtation lock
base: formed & welded steel legs, 2x cast iron swivel casters, 2x cast iron rigid
casters, 1X industrial foot actuated floor lock
power: 120 volt ac electric over hydraulic motor
controls: dual guarded foot switch - lift/lower, adjustable flow control valve
paint color: lange lift shadow gray

Warning!
never exceed rated capacities

ELECTRIC LIFT TABLE
MODELS
Model

Capacity

Deck & Base Size

L-124-EP

1,000 lbs.

24” Square

L-130-EP

1,000 lbs.

30” Square

L-136-EP

1,000 lbs.

36” Square

L-148-EP

1,000 lbs.

48” Square

L-224-EP

2,000 lbs.

24” Square

L-230-EP

2,000 lbs.

30” Square

L-236-EP

2,000 lbs.

36” Square

L-248-EP

2,000 lbs.

48” SquarE

L-324-EP

3,000 lbs.

24” Square

L-330-EP

3,000 lbs.

30” Square

L-336-EP

3,000 lbs.

36” Square

L-348-EP

3,000 lbs.

48” Square

L-424-EP

4,000 lbs.

24” Square

L-430-EP

4,000 lbs.

30” Square

L-436-EP

4,000 lbs.

36” Square

L-448-EP

4,000 lbs.

48” Square

L-524-EP

5,000 lbs.

24” square

L530-EP

5,000 lbs.

30” square

L-536-ep

5,000 lbs.

36” square

L-548-EP

5,000 lbs.

48” square

SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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ELECTRIC LIFT TABLES
power: from the electrical box, connect to a 120v ac outlet with an industrial grade
extension cord.
lifting: push and hold down the lift pedal switch until the deck has reached its
maximum raised height of 45” from the top of the deck to the floor. There is a built in
bleeding mechanism so that over pumping will not damage the table and allow it to
settle at 45”.
flow control: a table under load will lower more quickly than a table that is not
under load. you must adjust the flow control valve to a level that is appropriate
for the safety requirements of your environment and usage requirements.
lowering: Push and hold down the lower pedal switch. The lift table will lower until
the deck has reached its minimum lowered height of 27” or the pedal is released.
CAUTION! A lift table under load will lower more quickly. Always use proper safety
precautions required by your environment and adjust the flow control accordingly.
deck rotation: Loosen the lock handle under the deck and rotate the deck 360º
degrees in either direction at any height. Tighten the lock handle to lock it in place.
Some movement is intended to protect the bearing. CAUTION! Do not over-tighten.
Position the lock handle arm towards the floor to prevent possible damage.
floor lock: Ensure the table is on a flat surface and free of debris so the floor lock
can make full contact with the floor. Using your foot, push down on the large pedal
until it locks. To release, press up on the small pedal until the large pedal snaps up.

TABLE Operation

electric table operation
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